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Tears of a Taiwanese 
Soul (I)
我的半生記：台魂淚（一）
This is a new edited and annotated 
version of the oral history of Hsueh-
Hung Hsieh (1901-1970), a Taiwanese 
Communist leader, first published in 
1997. It begins with Hsieh’s family 
background. Later, she was involved 
with the patriotic movement in China, 
sent to Moscow for study, and given the 
assignment to establish the Taiwanese 
Communist Party.

Authors: Ke-Huang Yang, et al.
371 pages | 15x21 cm
ISBN: 978-626-700-247-6

Between Mountains and 
Seas
近代初期臺灣的海與事
This book explores the history of Taiwan 
during the 16th to 18th centuries under 
the backdrop of the history of East Asia 
and SouthEast Asia. It shows Taiwan 
history through three themes: (1) Dutch 
historical materials and indigenous 
history study, (2) historical toponymy and 
food products, (3) folk tales and oceanic 
religion.

Author: Kaim Ang
330 pages | 15x23 cm
ISBN: 978-626-700-266-7

Reflections on COVID-19
研下知疫
To marshal our forces and take action 
in the face of this and future epidemics, 
we must do more than determine how 
a virus spreads and evolves. While 
writing this book during the past few 
months, Academia Sinica scholars 
have responded to society’s need to 
better understand and reflect upon the 
sociocultural aspects of this epidemic 
from a range of different perspectives.

Editors: Paul R. Katz, Hsi-Yuan Chen
363 pages | 17x23 cm
ISBN: 978-626-700-240-7
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East Asian Confucianism 
and Interpretations of the 
Classics
東亞儒學與經典詮釋
The six papers included in this book 
have all been strictly submitted for 
review. From this book, it can be seen 
that although Korean and Vietnamese 
Confucianism and Chinese Confucianism 
are inseparable, they have unique 
development and characteristics.

Editor: Yueh-Hui Lin 
320 pages | 17x21 cm
ISBN: 978-626-700-265-0

Gazing Beyond the 
Mainstream
遺忘與凝望
The twelve essays in this collection 
mainly interpret texts that have long 
been forgotten or excluded from the field 
of "literature" from a new perspective 
and, under the gaze of a contemporary 
view, discover their inherent literary and 
cultural significance. 

Editor: Siao-Chen Hu, Chao-Heng Liao
449 pages | 17x21 cm
ISBN: 978-626-700-270-4

From Prehistory to History
從史前到歷史
This book employs a geospat ia l 
framework, which incorporates a 
vertical tract of Taiwan stretching from 
its northern, northeastern, and eastern 
regions to the south as well as the 
Ryukyu Islands lying to the northeast, to 
reexamine cultural meanings of eastern 
Taiwan from 2000 B.P. to the 17th century. 

Editor: Su-Chiu Kuo
404 pages | 17x23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-543-262-1

Ideal and Disillusion
理想與幻滅
Wen-Tang Shiu analyzes diplomatic 
dynamics within diverse archival sources. 
He argues the ROC should have 
foreseen the ultimate deprivation of the 
ROC’s legitimacy by the UN, but Chiang 
Kai-Shek had consistently held up his 
ideal until it became shattered and then 
disillusioned.

Author: Wen-Tang Shiu
442 pages | 15x21 cm
ISBN: 978-626-700-255-1

Rethinking Japanese 
Colonial Rule from 
Taiwan and Korea
從臺灣與朝鮮反思日本的殖民統治
This book contains 9 papers by Korean 
and Taiwanese scholars on Japanese 
colonial rule. The papers were divided 
into three sections.

Editor: Jung-Won Jin
345 pages | 17x28 cm
ISBN: 978-626-700-251-3

Tears of a Taiwanese 
Soul (II)
我的回憶：台魂淚（二）
This is a new edited and annotated 
version of the memoir of Ke-Huang Yang 
(1895-1978), the comrade and lover 
of Hsueh-Hung Hsieh (1901-1970), 
a Taiwanese Communist leader.Yang 
reminisced how he met Hsieh in 1929 
and embarked on a journey with her to 
realize their socialistic ideals in Taiwan. 

Authors: Tsui-Hua Yang, Hsueh-Chi Hsu
441 pages | 15x21 cm
ISBN: 978-626-700-248-3
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Fourth Movement and 
Chinese Religion
五四運動與中國宗教的調適與發展
This book discusses the impact of the 
May Fourth Movement and the New 
Culture Movement on different Chinese 
religious movements, as well as how 
members of religious groups perceived 
May Fourth and attempted to adapt, 
adjust, and evolve. 

Editors: Miaw-Fen Lu, Paul R. Katz 
699 pages | 19x26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-543-252-2

Taoist Revival and 
Contemporary Social Life
道教復興與當代社會生活
This collection of essays, starting from the 
contemporary situation of cross strait's 
development of Taoism, reflects the 
community and cultural position of Taoist 
rituals and further expands the theoretical 
implications of Mr. Liu's academic legacy. 
Seven research papers in the collection 
provide new materials and viewpoints.

Editor: Jen-Chieh Ting
398 pages | 17x23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-543-268-3

Constitutional 
Interpretation: Theory and 
Practice V.11
憲法解釋之理論與實務第十一輯
Constitutional Interpretation: Theory and 
Practice is a feature conference series 
of IIAS. The conference was graced by 
the keynote speech delivered by Chief 
Justice and President of Judicial Yuan 
Tzong-Li Hsu and Professor David S. 
Law. Ten papers were collected together 
with the speech in this book.

Editor: Chien-Chih Lin
794 pages | 18x23 cm
ISBN: 978-626-700-260-5

The Emergence of New 
Socialities
從社會到社群性的浮現
This book synthesizes the author's 
ethnographic research on the Puyuma's 
home, ethnic group, and society since the 
mid-1980s. It considers the relationship 
between individuals and groups, from the 
relationship between social composition 
and social institutions to contemporary 
politics and the emergence and the 
possibility of a new community.

Author: Wen-Te Chen
422 pages | 17x23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-543-281-2

Sino-American Relations, 
2012-2016
中美關係專題研究：2012-2016
The book contains five journal articles 
from the EurAmerica (TSSCI) and 
documents on U.S.-Taiwan-China 
relations, covering the development of 
U.S.-Taiwan-China relations during the 
Obama administration.

Editors: Cheng-Yi Lin, Chi-Hung Wei
499 pages | 19x25.5 cm
ISBN: 978-626-700-264-3

Translation and Literature 
in Qing China
清代文學與翻譯
This book contains ten essays, starting 
with studying "Poirot's Chinese Bible," 
translated by He Qingtai, the last Jesuit in 
the early Qing Dynasty. Translation works 
are rich in content.

Editor: Sher-Shiueh Li
460 pages | 17x21 cm
ISBN: 978-626-700-257-5
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